ABSTRACT
We present the results of two controlled studies of free-improvised ensemble music-making on touch-screens. In our system, updates to an interface of harmonically-selected pitches are broadcast to every touch-screen in response to either a performer pressing a GUI button, or to interventions from an intelligent agent. In our first study, analysis of survey results and performance data indicated significant effects of the button on performer preference, but of the agent on performance length. In the second follow-up study, a mixed-initiative interface, where the presence of the button was interlaced with agent interventions, was developed to leverage both approaches. Comparison of this mixed-initiative interface with the always-on button-plus-agent condition of the first study demonstrated significant preferences for the former. The different approaches were found to shape the creative interactions that take place. Overall, this research offers evidence that an intelligent agent and a networked GUI both improve aspects of improvised ensemble music-making.
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INTRODUCTION
Novel digital music instruments involving laptops [17], mobile phones [24], tablets [20], or DIY instruments [29] frequently have musical ensembles as a focus of their performance practice. In some of these settings, intelligent agents have been used to create virtual performers that collaborate [18] or virtual conductors that direct [7, 28] a group of performers. These two models of agent interaction can be thought of as representing two ends of a continuum of responsiveness: a virtual conductor can synchronise a group of musicians to a metronome or to a pre-planned musical score; a virtual performer can listen to an ensemble and respond to the other musicians continuously and in real time.

One model of agent interaction with a musical ensemble within this continuum might be termed an “intelligent listener”. In contrast to virtual performers or virtual conductors, an intelligent listener agent intervenes only occasionally in a musical performance; the agent listens continuously and occasionally nudges human performers by making suggestions via re-configurations of their interfaces. Such a system was proposed for the first time by Martin et al. [20]. This agent executes a form of real-time HCI protocol analysis on the interaction data from ensemble improvisations on touch-screens, classifying the touch commands of each performer into a finite set of interaction states on-the-fly. It then uses the frequency of transitions between these interaction states to identify when ensemble members are exploring new gestural material in their musical improvisation, and responds by occasionally broadcasting interface changes across the ensemble.

Although there may appear to be a compelling rationale for the design of such an agent, and although in [20] there appears to have been a successful arts practice associated with systems which include such an agent, the question still re-
mains whether an intelligent-listening agent really does improve free-improvised performance. On the negative side, the agent may broadcast UI updates to performers at inappropriate times, leading to a disruption of their musical focus and concentration. It could be that leaving users in control of the group’s UI updates is preferable to agent interaction. In order to investigate this question we developed a simple digital musical instrument using Apple iPad devices that can interact with an intelligent-listener agent on a central server. Experimentally, the goal was to compare the effects of the agent (the “Agent-Control” factor), against a direct-interaction version of the same interface where a GUI button was accessible to all performers in the ensemble (the “GUI-Control” factor). These interfaces were tested individually, removed entirely (as a control condition), and combined, forming a $2 \times 2$ factorial design with four conditions: “Button”, “Agent”, “Nothing”, and “Both”.

The difficulties of systematically evaluating creativity support tools, particularly in performing arts practices, are well documented (see, for example [31]). We have followed the approach of other HCI evaluations of musical interfaces [5] in both surveying performers as well as analysing objective data from formally-structured ensemble performances. Although it has been noted that the use of measures such as time-to-completion of musical tasks [40] might not be appropriate for studies of creative interfaces [36], in our case time-to-completion was able to be used as an objective measure because of the conceptual association of a long improvisation with a deeply engaging one. In our first study, we collected data from 16 improvisational ensemble performances in an order-balanced experiment across four different ensembles, each with four performers.

Our results showed that while performers preferred GUI control over their interface, and rated these performances more highly in terms of technical proficiency, complexity, creativity and quality, they improvised for significantly longer under the agent conditions. These findings motivated the development of a refined version of the iPad interface utilising both the agent and GUI controls in a mixed-initiative design. The new design was shown in a follow up study to support better ensemble interactions and improvisation structure, as well as higher quality and more enjoyable performances. This research offers evidence that an intelligent listener agent and a networked GUI both improve aspects of improvised music-making.

Related Work
Free-improvised ensemble music, where there are no restrictions on style and no pre-determination of the music that will be played, has a significant history of enquiry focussed on how these open-ended collaborations lead to the spontaneous creation of structured music [35]. Although related to free-jazz, “non-idiomatic” free improvisation has few boundaries and is often a process of exploration and discovery of new performance methods and sounds [1]. Such improvisations can be modelled as a sequence of non-overlapping event clusters which each contain the exploration of a particular musical idea [27]. The group interactions which lead to the emergence of a coherent structure over the performance are often considered to be a marker of skill in improvisation [30]. Borgo emphasises the concept of “group mind” [2] in ensemble improvisation, where a state of creative flow among the group leads to seemingly effortless interaction. Mazzola [22] defines free jazz performances in terms of interactions where performers must “negotiate” each musical decision and engage in a “dynamic and sophisticated game” with their ensemble. In fact, this emphasis on collaborative creativity makes free-improvisation an ideal part of musical education and has been adopted in pedagogies such as Cahn’s “Creative Music Making” [6].

For novel computer-music instruments such as those demonstrated at the New Interfaces for Musical Expression conference [26], ensemble improvisation is frequently a focus of the performance practice. The Daisyphone allows a group to collaboratively compose looping phrases using a shared compositional workspace [4]. Jordà’s Reactable [14] allows a group of performers to collaboratively manipulate synthesis processes with tangible objects on a tabletop interface. Rosli et al.’s feedback ensemble [29] asks performers to create their own musical device and connect to an instrumented audio feedback network.

“Laptop Orchestras” [38] pioneered the practice of large computer music ensembles with identical hardware and software and a repertoire of compositions that frequently included im-
provisation [33] and collaborative networked interfaces [17]. “Mobile Music” [10] performance using mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets takes advantage of the many sensors, touch screens and small form-factors of these devices [37]. Mobile music apps are now common in professional music production [13], in educational performance settings [44], as well as in research-focussed ensembles [42, 24].

There are also many commercially available apps for mobile music performance which, like Orphion [39], Ocarina [41], and Magic Fiddle [43], frequently emphasise novel multi-touch and sensor interactions that allow performers direct control over synthesis parameters and the performance of melody. However, the majority of commercial apps ignore possible ensemble contexts of their use and do not make use of network connectivity between performers’ devices. The most common approach has been to synchronise rhythmic information between sequenced music processes on multiple devices such as in Korg’s Wireless Sync-Start Technology [16], which is similar to synchronisation available using the MIDI standard’s timing clock [23].

In this paper, we seek to compare networked, ensemble-focussed features in a mobile music app emphasising the collaborative interaction that distinguishes free-improvised music. The experimental features in our app use direct, indirect [32], and mixed-initiative [12] interaction models and our intelligent agent sits between those that participate in [18] and merely conduct [7] ensemble performances. Such ensemble tracking agents have been theorised since the 1990s [28] but, as examples and evaluations of their use are rare, the parameters for agent-performer interactions are not yet fully defined.

Evaluating new digital musical instruments can include both quantitative and qualitative approaches [36]. Evaluations can focus on audiences, composers, or designers, but the performer is usually considered to be the most important stakeholder in the use of new interfaces [25]. Qualitative methods have been used to identify skills emerging when performers engage with very simple electronic instruments [11], to understand users’ evaluations of interactive systems using machine learning [9], and to identify collaborative learning on the Reactable [46]. Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton [5] used quantitative preference surveys as well as Likert-scaled ratings to allow performers to compare multiple similar interfaces. Ordinal rating scale questionnaires have also been used in creativity and musical research to assess multiple facets of solo, free-improvisations on piano keyboards [8] and jazz improvisations on wind instruments [34].

SYSTEM DESIGN
Our system consists of an app for Apple’s iPad platform designed for ensemble performances, and server-based software that tracks and mediates such performances. This software has been discussed in detail in previous research [20], we will describe our system briefly below and focus on the elements investigated in our experiment.

App
Our iPad app can be seen in Figure 1 and consists of an annular interface for triggering sounds using simple percussive touch gestures similar to those previously shown to support a varied performance practice [19]. Each ring in the app’s interface represents a single pitch, tapping the ring will trigger a short sound, while a moving touch will play a continuous sound. Volume for taps is proportional to touch-radius, and for continuous sounds is proportional to the velocity of the moving touch. In this way, the app allows direct control over basic musical concepts of pitch and rhythm in a percussive interface similar to other instruments well-suited to improvisation by beginners.

The app displays a limited number of rings on each performer’s screen. All of these notes are taken from the same musical scale, so that the ensemble can play concordant notes, but are generated independently so that performers have different sets of pitches. Performances with our app are segmented in time by moments where the performers’ interfaces are simultaneously updated with a new set (and potentially a different number) of notes which may be from a different scale or have a different timbre. Individual players are free to explore the melodic space afforded by the randomly-chosen pitches displayed on the screen, but the harmonic and timbral progression of the improvisation is common to the whole group. This design was influenced by contemporary improvisation practice and was the most preferred interface in a previous study comparing three different apps in free-improvisation [21].

In our app, interface updates are triggered by two different mechanisms, roughly corresponding to direct user interface and indirect agent interaction models in HCI [32]. In the direct case, a GUI button is present in the touch interface for

Figure 2. The architecture of our performance system. Performers use the iPad app to improvise with a selection of notes, while an agent on the server continually classifies and tracks the ensemble’s gestural changes. Under the GUI-Control condition, a UI button is visible on the screen to update the interface with new notes and sounds, while under the Agent-Control condition these changes are made by the agent.
each performer (as it is in the screen capture in Figure 1). When one player activates this button, the app interface is updated for all performers in the group. The presence of this GUI element is a factor in our experiments (GUI-Control). In the indirect case, our intelligent-listener agent, modelled on the one implemented in previous research [20], tracks the performance of each individual player in the group and occasionally intervenes by updating all of the interfaces simultaneously.

**Agent**

The agent triggers an interface update when it calculates that the amount of gestural change in the ensemble has exceeded a predetermined threshold. These moments can correspond to natural “segments” of ensemble improvisations [20], and so are appropriate times to intervene in the performance. The agent performs gestural classification on each performer’s touch data, once per second, to produce a sequence of gestural states. Transitions between these states are summed to calculate a transition matrix (TM) for the ensemble, calculated over a sliding 15-second window of touch data. A metric on TMs is used to determine the current rate of gestural change within the group. A sharp increase in this measure can indicate that the ensemble is shifting to a new musical “idea”. In response, the agent sends a “new-idea” message which updates the interface on the iPad apps with a new set of notes or sounds.

This response is posed as “reward” to the ensemble for exploratory behaviour. Intuitively, if a group has changed musical idea, they may appreciate new sounds to work with. This interaction results in a musical experience similar to “structured improvisation” or “game pieces” except with an ensemble-tracking agent director, rather than a human. This agent, and the new-idea reward interaction, has been previously compared with a design that generated random interface updates in a study with three experienced iPad performers [21]. That study suggested that the ensemble-tracking agent was more positively received than the generative agent.

In the present system, the agent runs as a server application on a laptop on the local network, to which the iPad apps connect automatically at the start of each performance. The architecture of this system is shown in Figure 2. The agent also logs all the touch data during the improvisations, as well as interactions with the button interface and new-idea messages. The presence of the agent in the performance was a factor (Agent-Control) in our controlled experiments. The nature of the interface changes was the same under both the GUI-Control and Agent-Control factors and these systems could be switched on or off at the start of each performance. This was by design, to facilitate the two-factor experiment described in the next section where all combinations of Agent-Control and GUI-Control are compared: Button, Agent, Both and Nothing.

**FIRST EXPERIMENT**

The first experiment took place over four 90-minute sessions spread across two weeks. The venue was a recording studio equipped with a quadraphonic speaker system and a control room for controlling and recording the sessions and monitoring the performers. This studio setting allowed multi-track audio and video recordings to be made of the whole session.

In each experimental session, all of the participants played in four separate improvisational group performances, each with a different interface update regime: agent-controlled interface changes (Agent), button-controlled interface changes (Button), both agent- and button-controlled changes, (Both), and no changes—a static interface for the whole performance (Nothing). These conditions correspond to the combinations of the two top-level factors, GUI-Control and Agent-Control. The groups were exposed to these configurations in counter-balanced orders (shown in Table 1) chosen by taking a random order and applying Bradley’s balancing procedure [3]. This was done to counteract any immediate sequential effects as well as the ensemble learning effects that are known to be exhibited by new groups of improvisers [6].

**Participants**

Participants were recruited for this study through posters and presentations at a university music school. 25 respondents were asked to select available times through a web-interface and 16 participants (7 female, 9 male) were invited to attend one of four sessions based on availability and order of response. 14 of these participants were university students with 11 of those studying music. Three of the participants had previously performed with our iPad apps and were distributed into different ensembles.

**Procedure**

Each session began with a 20 minute induction during which the participants were introduced to the app and the experimental procedure and were given the chance to try each of the experimental conditions. The participants also filled out an entry survey to record demographic information and their experience levels in electronic music and improvisation. In each of the four performances, the experimenter remotely activated all of the iPad apps to indicate the start of one of the sessions and monitored the participants from the control room.

To give each condition a fair trial and to ensure the sessions did not run over time, the participants were asked to improvise for at least seven minutes but no longer than 11 minutes in each performance. After seven minutes, the performers were free to stop when they wished and the performance was considered to be finished when all performers had stopped playing. If the performance ran longer than 11 minutes, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Perf. 1</th>
<th>Perf. 2</th>
<th>Perf. 3</th>
<th>Perf. 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Nothing</td>
<td>Button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Nothing</td>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>Button</td>
<td>Nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Button</td>
<td>Nothing</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Button</td>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>Nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Fade</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Fade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Fade</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Fade</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Schedule for the experiment showing the counter-balanced ordering of conditions. Each group participated in one session including an induction, the four performances, and a debrief interview. Sessions 5 and 6 were subsequently added as a follow-up study with a revised interface.
performance was halted by turning off the speaker system. The seven-minute mark was indicated to the participants by two remote controlled stage lights positioned in the studio. These lights faded to green to indicate the start of the performance and faded to blue at seven minutes to indicate that the participants could finish whenever they wanted. Participants were not aware that the time-to-completion was being used as a metric for this study.

**Questionnaires**

At the end of each improvisation, the participants were asked to fill out a survey of twenty-four Likert-style questions to record their ratings of various aspects of the performance on nine-point scales. The questionnaire was divided into five sections to evaluate aspects of the improvisations, similar to those defined by Eisenberg and Thompson [8]. The sections were: technical proficiency, musical interaction, musical structure, creativity, and performance quality:

**Technical Proficiency**

1. How much did you focus on particular touch gestures in that performance?
2. How much did you explore a range of touch gestures?
3. How would you rate your technical proficiency using the app in that performance?
4. How much did the app impede your performance?
5. How much did the app enhance your performance?

**Musical Interaction**

6. How much did you interact musically with the other performers?
7. How much did the other performers interact musically with you?
8. How well were you able to respond to the other musicians’ actions?
9. How well were you able to respond to the app?
10. How would you rate the overall level of musical interaction among the ensemble?

**Musical Structure**

11. How would you rate the complexity of that performance?
12. How appropriate was the length of that performance?
13. How would you rate the app’s influence on your own playing?
14. How would you rate the app’s influence on the ensemble performance?
15. How would you rate the overall musical structure of that performance?

**Creativity**

16. How much did you present new musical ideas to the others in the ensemble?
17. How much did you take on and develop musical ideas first presented by the others in the ensemble?
18. How would you rate your personal creativity in that performance?
19. How would you rate the other performers’ creativity in that performance?
20. How would you rate the overall creativity in that performance?

**Performance Quality**

21. How would you rate the quality of your contribution to that performance?
22. How would you rate the quality of the other performers’ contribution in that performance?
23. How would you rate the overall quality of that performance?
24. How enjoyable or unpleasant was that performance?

At the end of the entire session, participants filled out another survey in which they were asked to choose which condition they most preferred over seven aspects of the performances. Finally, their responses to this preference survey were used as a starting point for an unstructured interview/discussion with each ensemble which lasted about 10 minutes.

**RESULTS**

The data gathered in this study included coded survey results, performance protocols that include records of touch interactions, button presses, and agent interactions, as well as recordings of the performances and post-session interviews.

**Survey Data**

The survey data was analysed using an Aligned Rank Transform (ART) procedure followed by a two-way mixed-effects ANOVA to assess significance. As the survey data is ordinal, rather than interval-scaled, the assumptions of the classical within-groups factorial ANOVA procedure may be violated. The ART procedure has been recommended as the most appropriate procedure for factorial HCI studies with ordinal dependent variables, such as Likert-scaled responses [45]. Analysis was performed in R using the ARTool v0.9.5 [15] package. Post-hoc analysis was performed using Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests.

The ANOVA procedures showed that the presence of the UI button in the touch-screen interface (GUI-Control) had a significant main effect on nine questions in the survey. A detailed overview of the ANOVA results is shown in Table 2 and the distribution of responses for these questions is shown in Figure 3. When the button was present in the interface, performers reported higher personal proficiency, that the app had a more positive influence on their personal performance, and that they presented more new ideas to the group. They rated the complexity of the performances as higher and also rated their personal creativity, the creativity of others in the group, and the overall creativity more highly. Finally, they rated the quality of their personal contribution and the overall quality of the performances as better when the button was present. The survey data did not show any significant main effect due to the Agent-Control factor.
Overall, these results suggest that the performers felt their proficiency and creativity were enhanced by the presence of the button in the interface (whether in the Button or in the Both conditions). This may have been due to the extra personal performance options, or the feeling of control that they had when interacting with the button. The main effect for GUI-Control was in spite of the potential disruption caused by one performer pressing the button and causing everyone’s interface to change; as discussed below, at times there were a very large number of these button presses during a performance.

Post-hoc testing
Post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests confirmed that Button-only performances were rated as more complex (Q11) than Agent-only performances ($p = 0.05$). Performers thought that they presented more new ideas to the group (Q16) in Both performances than in Agent-only performances ($p = 0.04$) and Nothing performances ($p = 0.06$). They regarded their personal creativity (Q18) to be significantly higher in Both performances than Agent-only ($p = 0.02$) and they also perceived their personal contribution (Q21) to be better in Both than in Agent-only performances ($p = 0.05$).

Performer Preferences
After completing performances with each of the four interfaces, the performers were asked to pick one performance condition that ranked highest across seven aspects of the performances. The results shown in Figure 4 convincingly demonstrate that the Button-only condition was the preferred choice across all questions except for “most challenging” and “most creative”. Chi-squared tests were used to determine how significantly the distribution of responses had deviated from chance. The questions about which condition made it easiest to perform ($\chi^2(3, N = 16) = 9, p < 0.05$) and which condition resulted in the best musical interaction ($\chi^2(3, N = 16) = 12, p < 0.01$) had significant results where performers favoured the Button-only condition. Performers rated the Nothing condition most frequently as the most challenging to use, and this question also showed a significant deviation ($\chi^2(3, N = 16) = 14, p < 0.01$).
Figure 4. Distribution of the performers’ overall preferences from the exit survey. The preference for the button-only condition is apparent, especially when performers considered the easiest interface and musical interaction. The Nothing condition was considered to be the most challenging.

Performance Length
As previously discussed, performances in this study had a minimum duration of seven minutes and a maximum duration of eleven minutes. The precise length of the performance was defined as the time from the first sound (green lights) to the time when all performers had ceased playing. We can also define an alternate performance length for each performer in the group, where the start is given by the first performer’s touch, and the end for each performer is given by their own final touch. The distribution of these performer-lengths by experimental condition is given in Figure 5.

By treating this performer-length as a dependent variable and modelling using a two-way within-groups ANOVA procedure, we found that there was a highly significant main effect due to Agent-Control in the lengths of performances ($F(1,15) = 85.4, p < 0.001$). Post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests showed that the Agent, Button, and Both performances were longer than the Nothing performances ($p < 0.01$), but that Agent-only performances were not significantly longer than Button-only performances.

This result is at odds with the survey results that showed a significant main-effect for GUI-Control. It may be that even though performers stated that they preferred having the button present in the interface, in Agent and Both performances they ended up more deeply engaged in the improvisation, leading to longer performances. Observations from video recordings of the sessions (as seen in the video figure) showed that performers appeared to be deeply engaged in every single performance in this experiment and they were often unaware of the relative length of performances.

New-Idea Messages
Under the Agent and Both conditions, the iPad app interfaces would be updated with new notes and sounds in response to new-idea messages sent from our agent software. However, the agent was still actively classifying new-idea instances in the Button and Nothing conditions, even though they had no effect on the interface. This means that the number of new-idea messages can be used as a dependent variable that measures how much the performers interacted with each other in the way that the agent was designed to measure.

Figure 6 shows the number of new-idea messages sent in performances under each experimental condition. While one might expect more new-ideas to be produced when the interface was actively responding to the new-idea messages, curiously this was not always the case. The Nothing and Both conditions seem to have higher numbers of new-idea messages than either the Agent or Button only conditions. A two-way within-groups ANOVA procedure shows a significant interaction effect ($F(1,3) = 11.7, p < 0.05$) between the GUI-Control and Agent-Control factors and no significance for either main effect. It may be that under the Nothing condition, where there were no interface updates, the performers focussed more on their ensemble interactions. Conversely, in the Button-only condition, the button may have distracted from performing with varied touch gestures. The Both condition may have allowed the most natural ensemble interaction and gestural exploration, resulting in more new-idea messages than Agent-only performances.

Button Presses
During Button and Both performances, the performers were able to trigger iPad app interface updates at any time during the performances. Interaction logs recorded during the performance allowed us to see which performers pressed the button at which times. The median number of button presses in one performance per performer was 3.5, however the maximum was 457! Of the sixteen participants, three had pressed
the button more than 100 times in a single performance. Observation of the performance recordings shows that these “button maniacs” had used the button not to find new notes in the iPad app interface or to segment the performance harmonically, but to create a unique sound where all performers’ interfaces rapidly changed synthesis parameters and pitch.

“Button mania” was not anticipated in the design of the app, which had no mechanism to limit the frequency of button presses. For the participants, and the button maniacs in particular, the button may have represented not just one of two ways to segment performances, but a new musical device. In Button and Both performances, this device could be used to create a unique sound that was not available in Nothing and Agent performances. This interpretation may explain why performers felt more technically accomplished when the button was present—they were not only in control of interface updates, but able to create an entirely new sound.

**FOLLOW-UP STUDY**
The results of our first study suggested that both the GUI-Control and Agent-Control factors had an effect on different aspects of the performance. Direct group interactions, via the button, affected the performers’ perceptions of the performance, while the agent may have helped them to achieve a deeper engagement resulting in longer performances. We then conducted a follow up study to compare the Both condition with a new mixed-initiative interface that interlaced the dynamics of the Agent-Control and GUI-Control conditions. Under the new “Fade” condition, the button was normally not accessible to the performers. When the agent sent a new idea trigger, the button was faded into view and became accessible. If a performer tapped the button, it would update the interfaces as normal and then fade away. If performers did not tap the button, it would stay visible and they could use it when they wished. In this way, the Fade condition prevented the button from being activated repeatedly, while allowing the performers to have the final say over interface changes.

The follow-up study was conducted with an identical procedure to the first study. Two groups of four participants took part, seven of the participants had been in the first study and the last one had been a performer in earlier performances and rehearsals with the same app. The two groups performed two replications of the two conditions in order for the agent to present the button to the performers.

The same survey was used after each performance and a preference survey with the same questions was used at the end of the session. As before, each session concluded with a group interview. It turned out that two of the “button maniacs” from the first study were in one of these groups.

Again, an ART and one-way mixed effects ANOVA procedure was performed on the results of the final two performances in the follow up study. Table 3 shows questions with significant main effects for the change in interface and Figure 7 shows the distribution of survey responses for these questions. These results showed that the performers perceived an improvement in their ensemble interaction with the new Fade interface, as well as improvements in the musical structure and overall quality and enjoyment of the improvisations.

The results of the preference survey shown in Figure 8 show the participants roughly split in preference for the two interfaces, with none of the questions leading to significant differences related to the conditions. The Both condition was seen as an easier interface than the Fade condition, where particular types of ensemble interaction were required in order for the agent to present the button to the performers.

While performance length had been an important discriminating dependent variable in the original study, the two conditions in the follow up had no significant effect on the length of improvisations, despite the Fade condition giving rise to the longest performance in each session. In the post-performance interviews, the performers reported that they were not aware of how long the improvisations had been. It is likely that, at least for these two groups, both conditions supported an optimal length of improvisation.

**DISCUSSION**
Over both studies, both in the qualitative survey responses and in the interviews, the participants expressed a great deal of enthusiasm for the experience. This once again demonstrates the ability of a simple iPad interface, judiciously augmented with some ensemble-wide interface dynamics, to give rise to real musical interaction. As discussed in the Related Work section, evaluating interfaces for open-ended collaborative creativity is a difficult task. It is encouraging to note that our attempts with these studies to perform systematic, controlled evaluations of different aspects of the interface did not lead to a lifeless, unmusical experience for the performers.

The results of our two studies show that no particular interface we tried has a clear-cut advantage over the others. The
only interface that was rejected by the participants was the Nothing condition, even though some commented that the limited interface had forced them to “make do” and that they enjoyed trying to find creative ways to use their setup.

It was notable that the original and follow-up studies showed significant effects in different parts of our survey. In the original study, the GUI button interface resulted in significant effects for technical proficiency, the participants’ personal performance, improvisation complexity, and creativity. In the follow-up sessions, the revised, mixed-initiative interface achieved significant effects for group interaction, performance structure, and enjoyment. Both studies showed a significant effect on the question about overall performance quality.

The performers generally used the button relatively sparingly throughout performances, however the two “button maniacs” among them used the button far more than was anticipated in the design. Once they started this behaviour, they effectively dominated the performance, as the other performers’ interfaces behaved in the same way. While this behaviour was chaotic, it also added a unique sonic aspect to some of the performances and demonstrates the creative exploration at play in the sessions.

In the two follow-up sessions most of the performers picked the Fade condition as their favourite. However they suggested in their interviews that both interfaces, Fade and Both, could be interesting and useful in performance situations. While the constant presence of the button allowed the finest direct control over the performance, the agent interaction in the Fade condition encouraged the performers to make the most of their current interface without rushing to new melodic options.

Overall, 24 performances were recorded in the two studies encompassing a wide variety of musical explorations (some of which can be seen in the video figure) despite all using the same minimal app. Some groups tended towards the ambient and arrhythmic, while others developed a strong pulse and explored metric ideas and melodic motifs. In the interviews, the musicians told us that they had enjoyed the improvisations, the collaborative interactions that took place, and using the iPad app. This view is confirmed in the survey results which were mostly in the upper half of the rating scale, even for the Nothing condition. The positive reception to our app, and wide range of stylistic possibilities the participants discovered, suggests that future artistic performances with any of the conditions could be rewarding.

Since the first study was conducted, the four interface variants—Button, Agent, Both and Nothing—have been used in an educational context in a high-school music class as the stimulus for engaging with different styles of free-improvisation. The ability of our app to operate under different interaction paradigms while keeping the same simple performance interface makes it very useful for such a setting and future work will examine its educational utility.

CONCLUSION

The results of our two studies lead us to conclude that networked interfaces with direct manipulation of the group performance space, via a GUI button, and indirect manipulation via an intelligent agent, give rise to different styles of interaction with touch-screen musical instruments and improve free improvisation in a musical ensemble. We identified precisely which aspects of performance were impacted by the experimental conditions. In our first study we found that performers rated direct interactions more highly when considering their technical proficiency and the complexity, creativity, and overall quality of performances. However, the indirect,
agent interaction, resulted in significantly longer improvisations, which could indicate a higher level of creative engagement with the app, and the ensemble. This was a particularly notable, and surprising, result, as the length of performances was not easily perceived by the performers, but detected with a quantitative measure. The simplest condition, where no changes occurred in the interface, was broadly rejected by the participants while the performances using both button and agent were broadly supported (together with the button-only condition).

The results of our first study led us to design a new, mixed-initiative interface that interlaced the behaviour of the button with the agent. In this new condition, the agent was able to enable a GUI button at appropriate moments in the performance. Performances with this new condition received significantly higher ratings for structure, group interaction, enjoyment and overall quality, than the simpler Both condition. However, the performers acknowledged that both of these interfaces had the capacity to direct the improvisation by encouraging particular ways of playing.

Overall we can conclude that exploiting the networked capabilities of mobile touch-screen devices in apps for musical performance can have significant effects on how these performances are perceived and carried out, and that they really can improve group interaction, creativity, and length of engagement in improvisations. Our methodology of controlled, quantitative studies of free-improvisation, including measuring session length, has been shown to assist with digital musical instrument design leading to a refined interface. This research suggests that further designs for intelligent listener agents, networked user interfaces, and instruments that emphasise particular ensemble interactions could be useful in musical training, recreational music making and on the concert stage.
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